












SELECTMEN'S OFFICE HOURS SELECTMEN'S MEETINGS
MONDAY - FRIDAY 1ST MON. 7:00 P.M.
9:00 A.M. - 4:30 P.M. 2ND, 3RD & 4TH TUES. 9:00 A.M.
TOWN CLERK HOURS TAX COLLECTOR HOURS
MONDAY 7-9 P.M. MONDAY 7-9 P.M.
WEDNESDAY 3-6 P.M. WEDNESDAY 2-4 P.M.
DAY TAXES DUE 9 A.M.-5 P.M.
DAY OF LIEN 9 A.M.-5 P.M.
LIBRARY HOURS HISTORICAL SOCIETY BUILDING
MON. & WED., 2 P.M. - 6 P.M. OFFICE HOURS
TUES. & THURS. 10 A.M.-7 P.M. 9 A.M. - 11 A.M. WED. YEAR ROUND
SAT. 10 A.M. -4 P.M. MUSEUM HOURS
2 P.M. - 4 P.M. SAT. MEMORIAL DAY
TO MID-OCTOBER





PLANNING BOARD ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
1ST & 3RD WED. 7:00 P.M. 2ND & 4TH WED. AS NEEDED
TAX RATES - PER $1,000 ASSESSMENT
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999
TOWN 4.84 4.84 4.67 4.67 4.67
SCHOOL 15.99 17.64 18.31 19.51 11.84
COUNTY 2.12 2.23 1.99 2.00 1.88
22.95 24.71 24.97 26.18 State 6.67
25.06
Population per Office of State Planning - 1,655
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Linden P. Joseph, Resigned 11/99
Michael E. Cass, 1st Assistant Chief Philip Mathewson, 2nd Assistant Chief
OVERSEER OF HEALTH AND WELFARE
Wendy R. Brennan
Henry F. Query, Health Deputy
AUDITORS













Scott Lester, Resigned 2/99 Lionel Emond


























Stephen Fillebrown, Alt. 2001
Douglas Bowen, Alt. 2002
Howard Mitchell For the Selectmen





Dwayne Denehy, Alt. 2001
Kristen Mathewson. Alt. 2002








Carol Young, Alt. 2002
Neal Cass For the Selectmen
FOREST MANAGEMENT SUBCOMMITTE
Robert Fogg Water Commission
Neal Cass For the Selectmen
Carol Bolduc At large
Mark Ellingwood At large
RECREATION COMMITTEE









Neal Cass For the Selectmen
Nancy Adams - "Happenings" Staff
HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION
Gloria Neary



































MEMORIAL DAY - 1999
Kenneth Davis, Co-Chair Edmund Lapine, Co-Chair
Dr. Robert Benoit Paul Daly Howard Weston Norman Phelps
Joel Chandler
Charles & Sarah Kerwin
Dorothy Cullinane





MEETINGHOUSE FUND RAISING COMMITTEE
Nancy P. Adams Town Representative
Richard Amidon Church Representative
Roberta Bell Church Representative
R.Charles VanHorn Fund Treasurer
MEETINGHOUSE BUILDING COMMITTEE
John Roper Town Representative
Richard Quinn Town Representative
Richard Bell Church Representative
Albert Pels Church Representative
Irene Moore Church Representative
RECREATION LAND USE COMMITTEE
Tom Connolly Laurie Bryan, Selectman Christopher Roland
Susanna Denehy Don Blaine Jeff Wilder
MAIN STREET PARKING COMMITTEE
Tammy Garre Betty Zakon-Anderson
Robert Johnson John Roper Paul Corcoran
SLUDGE COMMITTEE
Jeff Parsons Henry Huber
Meade Cadot Laurie Bryan B.W. Schneckenburger
THACHER PARK COMMITTEE
Clay Sherman Howard Weston Randall Swope
CONTOOCOOK/NORTH BRANCH LOCAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Edward R. (Ted) Leach
TOWN OFFICE BUILDING & GROUNDS COMMITTEE
Laurie Bryan Kurt Grassett Jack Roper John Carlson
Frances Hillner Robert Huntley Wendy Brennan
Y-2K COMMITTEE
Donald Briggs Gil Malnati Mary Catherine Bateson Jan Caskey
Neal Cass Harvey Ames Butch Latti Bruce Dechert
APPOINTED BY RECREATION COMMITTEE
LIFEGUARDS
Nancy Gladding, Waterfront Director




APPOINTED BY SELECTMEN ON RECOMMENDATION OF FIRE WARDEN
DEPUTY FIRE WARDENS
Michael Cass Philip Mathewson Edward Coughlan









Neal Cass For the Selectmen










A. Patricia Briggs, Director
Marsha Zaccone, Director 11/99
Shirley Kane, Librarian Susan Roper, Librarian
Linda J. Claff, Children's Librarian
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WITH GRATITUDE AND APPRECIATION
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN WARRANT
HANCOCK NH
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Hancock, in the County of Hillsborough in said State
qualified to vote in Town Affairs: You are hereby notified to meet at the FIRE STATION
in said Hancock on Tuesday, the fourteenth day of March next at eight of the clock in the
forenoon until seven of the clock in the evening, for ballot voting of Town officers and all
other matters requiring ballot vote; and, to meet at said FIRE STATION in said Hancock,
on Saturday, the eighteenth day of March next at nine of the clock in the morning, to act
upon the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
2. To see if the town will adopt Amendment No. 1 as proposed by the Hancock Planning
Board as follows:
a. To Article III., delete the present definition of Home Occupation and add: Home
Occupation, means any business activity carried out by a resident as an accessory use in or
from the resident's dwelling unit or in an existing accessory structure which meets the
conditions listed in Article V.(3).
b. To Article III. add: Home Based Business, means any business activity carried out by a
resident as an accessory use in or from the resident's dwelling unit or other accessory
structures, which fails to meet any of the conditions for a home occupation, but is
permitted as a special exception by the ZBA as a reasonable use in keeping with the
permitted uses of the respective zoning district, within the limits listed in Article XII.(C).
c. To Article V. Delete #3 and replace with the following wording Home Occupations are
permitted in the Residential District. No special exceptions or other approval shall be
required for those home occupations which meet the conditions listed below. 1. There shall
be no changes in the exterior appearance of the buildings which alter the residential
character of the dwelling unit or accessory structure. 2. The occupation shall take place in
or from the resident's dwelling unit and /or one existing accessory structure. Trailers may
not be used for the home occupation other than a mobile home being used as a primary
residence. 3. The occupation shall be clearly incidental and secondary to the residential use
of the property and shall not alter the general character of the neighborhood or materially
reduce the value of any surrounding property. 4. The use shall not create electromagnetic
or communications interference, sound, odor, vibrations, smoke, dust or light which are
noticeable off the premises or have an adverse effect on the environment or any
surrounding property. 5. The use shall not result in significant increases in the amount of
type of traffic or parking requirements. 6. There shall be no window displays, no outdoor
display of goods, no outdoor storage of materials or equipment, and no other
characteristics or features normally associated with business or commercial use. 7. There
shall be no signs of any kind identifying the use. 8. There shall be no employees or
participants in the use who do not reside in the household. When the Selectmen determine
that the conditions listed above may not have been satisfied, they shall provide written
notice thereof to the resident, who shall file an appeal of such determination with the ZBA
within 14 days following receipt of the Selectmen's notice. If no such appeal is filed, the
resident shall cease operating the business until an appeal is subsequently filed.
d. To Article V. Add #4, Home Based Business may be permitted subject to the
requirements and restrictions set forth in Article XII.(C). Change all numbering from
present #4-present #9 to accommodate #4 above.
e.. To Article XII.C, delete the present Article XII. C. and replace with Home Based
Businesses are permitted in all zoning districts if an application for a Special Exception is
submitted to and approved by the ZBA subject to specific operating conditions established
for each proposed business within the following maximum limits in order to provide
reasonable and necessary protection for surrounding property owners. 1. There shall be
no changes in the exterior appearance of the buildings which alter the character of the
dwelling unit or accessory structure unless specifically approved or required by the Zoning
Board of Adjustment. 2. The business shall take place on or from the lot of the resident's
dwelling unit unless the ZBA specifically approves the use of an abutting lot owned by the
resident. 3. The business shall be conducted in or from the resident's dwelling unit and
existing or new accessory buildings, or new structures as approved by the ZBA. New
structures constructed for use by the business shall not exceed two stories, and their height,
area, design, and appearance shall not alter the character of the neighborhood. In the
Residential District the height of new structures shall not exceed that of the residence by a
significant amount, and the footprint of the building shall be compatible in scale to the
residence. Trailers may not be used for storage or as accessory structures other than a
mobile home used as the primary residence. 4. The ZBA may permit up to 6 non-resident
employees on site at one time in the Agricultural and Rural District depending on the
nature and location of the business. Up to 3 non-resident employees may be permitted on
site at one time in the Residential District. 5. Adequate on-site parking shall be provided
for all vehicles at or coming to the site. The ZBA may require screening or improvement of
sight lines for traffic leaving the site. No on-street parking shall be allowed. 6. The
proposed use shall not alter the general character of the property or neighborhood or
materially reduce the value of any surrounding property. 7. The use shall not create dust,
odor, vibrations, light, sound, or electromagnetic or communications interference which, in
the judgment of the ZBA, are excessive outside the premises or have an adverse effect on
the environment or any surrounding property. 8. The use shall not result in excessive
increases in traffic. No business traffic or heavy equipment activity shall occur before 6:
a.m. or after 6:00 p.m. except for situations when trucks are used for snow or ice removal.
The Zoning Board may further limit the hours or days of operation to such extent as it
deems necessary to prevent adverse effects on the surrounding properties. 9. One truck up
to 10,000 lb. GWV, which is used in the business, may be parked on the premises. More
than one truck or larger trucks and other equipment may be permitted only if the Zoning
Board of Adjustment finds that they will not violate any of the conditions for the proposed
use. 10. Outdoor storage of goods, materials, or equipment shall be screened from roads
and surrounding properties by natural or structural means or a combination of both to
such an extent and in such manner as may be required and approved by the ZBA. 11.
There shall be no window displays or other additions or changes made to the property
which are normally associated with business or commercial use. 12. Signs shall be
permitted for a Home Based Business provided they comply with other applicable sign
requirements, except that they may not be illuminated and may not exceed an area of 3
square feet per side. 13. The special Exception shall become void if any significant changes
in the business occur, if any conditions of approval of the use are violated, or when the
business ceases operation. If the business is proposed to continue following sale or transfer
of the property where the business is located, a new application for Special Exception must
be approved before continuation of the business use. These changes are inter-related. The
Planning Board approves and recommends this article.
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3. To see if the Town of Hancock will vote to raise and appropriate up to one hundred
sixty-five thousand dollars ($165,000) for the purpose of purchasing a tank truck for the
fire department; and , to authorize the issuance of not more than $165,000 of long term
notes or bonds in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA
Chapter 33) and to authorize the municipal officials to issue and negotiate such bonds or
notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon; or take any other action relating
thereto. Selectmen recommend this article. (2/3 ballot vote required)
4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,167,542, (one million
one hundred sixty-seven thousand five hundred forty two dollars) which represents the
operating budget, inclusive of the Water Department operations. Said sum exclusive of all
special or individual articles addressed; or take any other action relating thereto.
5.To see if the Town of Hancock will vote to raise and appropriate up to eighty thousand
dollars ($80,000) to complete the Kepner Recreation area; and, to authorize the issuance of
not more than $80,000 of long term notes or bonds in accordance with the provisions of the
Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33) and to authorize the municipal officials to issue
and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon; or take any
other action relating thereto. This is a non-lapsing article and will not lapse until the
project is completed, or in three years, whichever is less. 2/3 ballot vote required.
Selectmen recommend this article
6. To see if the Town of Hancock will vote to withdraw the principal and accrued interest
in the Kepner Memorial Field Maintenance Trust fund, established at the 1999 town
meeting, to be used for the purpose of establishing a recreation area at the Kepner
Memorial Field; or take any other action relating thereto. Selectmen recommend this
article.
7. To see if the Town of Hancock will vote to raise and appropriate up to forty-five
thousand dollars ($45,000) to replace Tannery Hill Bridge; or take any other action
relating thereto. This is a non-lapsing article and will not lapse until the project is
completed, or in two years, whichever is less. Selectmen recommend this article.
8. To see if the Town of Hancock will vote to raise and appropriate up to five thousand
dollars ($5,000) to replace the roof on the old Town Highway barn; or take any other
action relating thereto. Selectmen recommend this article.
9. To see if the Town of Hancock will vote to raise and appropriate up to eight thousand
two hundred dollars ($8,200) for improvements to the Town Office Building ; or take any
other action relating thereto. Selectmen recommend this article.
10. To see if the Town of Hancock will vote to raise and appropriate up to nine thousand
dollars ($9,000) to repair the town clock bell cradle; or take any other action relating
thereto. Selectmen recommend this article.
11. To see if the Town of Hancock will vote to raise and appropriate up to thirty thousand
dollars ($30,000) to do maintenance work to the balance of King's Highway from Old Town
Road to Lake Nubanusit; or take any other action relating thereto. This is a non-lapsing
article and will not lapse until the project is complete or within two years, whichever is less.
Selectmen recommend this article.
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12. To see if the Town of Hancock will vote to raise and appropriate up to fifteen thousand
dollars ($15,000) to begin implementation of a calcium chloride program for the town
highways; or take any other action relating thereto. Selectmen recommend this article.
13. To see if the Town of Hancock will vote to raise and appropriate up to four thousand
dollars ($4,000) for the purpose of funding a fireworks display on or about July 4, 2000; or
take any other action relating thereto. Selectmen recommend this article.
14. To see if the Town of Hancock will vote to raise and appropriate twelve thousand five
hundred dollars ($12,500) for the purchase of forest fire equipment. This is part of a NH
Division of Forest and Lands grant in connection with the January 1998 ice storm. The NH
Division of Forests and Lands will reimburse the town all costs up to 80% ($10,000). The
net cost to the town will be two thousand five hundred dollars ($2,500); or take any other
action relating thereto. Selectmen recommend this article.
15. To see if the Town of Hancock will vote to raise and appropriate up to $1,736.00 for
the purpose of repairs and replacement of beach and ballfield equipment; and, to authorize
the withdrawal of this sum from the Hancock Recreation Fund (Revenue Fund) established
for this purpose at the 1993 Town Meeting to fund this appropriation; or take any other
action relating thereto. {No money to be raised by taxation) Selectmen recommend this
appropriation.
16. To see if the Town of Hancock will vote to raise and appropriate up to $2,345.00 for
the purpose of repairs and replacement of police equipment and authorize the withdrawal
from the Hancock Police Equipment Repair/Replacement Fund (Revenue Fund)
established for this purpose at the 1993 town meeting; or take any other action relating
thereto. {No money to be raised by taxation} Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
17. To see if the Town of Hancock will vote to raise and appropriate up to $1,011.00 for
the purpose of purchasing baseball equipment and doing maintenance and repairs to the
ballfields; and, authorize the withdrawal from the Hancock Baseball Fund (Revenue Fund)
established for this purpose at the 1997 town meeting; or take any other action relating
thereto. {No money to be raised by taxation} Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
18. To see if the Town of Hancock will vote to raise and appropriate up to $1,850.00 for
the purpose of repairs and replacement of town highway equipment; and, authorize the
withdrawal from the Hancock Highway Special Revenue Fund (Revenue Fund) established
for this purpose at the 1999 town meeting; or take any other action relating thereto. {No
money to be raised by taxation} Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
19. To see if the Town of Hancock will vote to raise and appropriate up to $16,541.00 for
the purpose of preservation and storage of the town's archival records; and, authorize the
withdrawal from the Hancock History Fund (Revenue Fund), established for this purpose
at thel993 town meeting; or take any other action relating thereto. {No money to be raised
by taxation} Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
20. To see if the town will vote to send the following resolution to the New Hampshire
General Court: Resolved, New Hampshire's natural, cultural and historic resources in this
town and throughout the state are worthy of protection and, therefore, the State of New
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Hampshire should establish and fund a permanent public/private partnership for the
voluntary conservation of these important resources via the proposed Land and
Community Heritage Investment Program (Senate Bill 401). Selectmen recommend this
article.
21. To see if the town will vote to deposit 100% with a cap of $10,000 per year, of the
revenues collected pursuant to RSA 79-A (the land use change tax) in the conservation fund
in accordance with RSA 36-A:5 III as authorized by RSA 79-A:25 II. (The land use change
tax from property taken out of current use for development or non-conservation purposes).
By Petition. Selectmen do not recommend this article.
22. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to accept the reports of auditors
and committees as printed in the Town Report; or take any other action relating thereto.
23. To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting.













SUMMARY 1999 TOWN MEETING MINUTES
ARTICLE 1. Town officers elected by BALLOT March 9, 1999.
ARTICLE 2. Voted to raise and appropriate $1,067,550 which represents the operating
budget, inclusive of the Water Dept. operations.
ARTICLE 3. Motion to raise and appropriate up to $95,000 for the purpose of
completing the upgrade of Kings Highway failed a 2/3 majority on a ballot vote of 88 yes,
75 no.
ARTICLE 4. Voted to raise and appropriate $22,531.00 to pay off the lease of the 1998
cruiser, and to authorize the transfer of same from the 1998 fund balance. .
ARTICLE 5. Voted to raise and appropriate $21,850 to purchase a one-ton pickup, and
to authorize the transfer of same from the 1998 fund balance.
ARTICLE 6. Voted to raise and appropriate $8,000 to replace the north side of the fire
station roof, and to transfer same from the 1998 fund balance..
ARTICLE 7. Voted to raise and appropriate $9,000 to install drains on part of Antrim
Road, and authorize transfer of same from 1998 fund balance..
ARTICLE 8. Voted to raise and appropriate $5,000 for purchase of self contained
breathing apparatus for Hancock Fire Dept., and to authorize transfer of same from 1998
fund balance..
ARTICLE 9. Voted to raise and appropriate $2,500 to purchase computer for Police
Dept., and to authorize transfer of same from 1998 fund balance.
ARTICLE 10. Voted to raise and appropriate $6,000 to install truck exhaust system in
fire station, and to authorize transfer of same from the 1998 fund balance..
ARTICLE 11. Voted to raise and appropriate $3,000 for dump improvements, and to
authorize transfer of same from 1998 fund balance..
ARTICLE 12. Voted to raise and appropriate up to $3,000 for road improvements on a
section of Davenport Road, and to authorize transfer of same from 1998 fund balance..
ARTICLE 13. Voted to keep status of portion of Fairfield Rd. west of Rte. 123 as Class
VI, and erect a dead end sign.
ARTICLE 14. Voted to adopt the provisions ofRSA 3 1 :95-c to restrict revenues from
highway equipment rentals to the purpose ofhighway equipment repair in a Highway
Special Revenue Fund.
ARTICLE 15. Voted to raise and appropriate up to $1,890 for beach and ballfield
equipment and repairs from Hancock Recreation fund.
ARTICLE 16. Voted to raise and appropriate up to $1,935 for repair and replacement of
police equipment and authorize withdrawal of same from Hancock Police Equip.
Repair/Replacement Fund.
ARTICLE 17. Voted to raise and appropriate up to $16,250 for restoration and storage of
town's vital statistics and permanent records from Hancock History Fund.
ARTICLE 18. Voted to raise and appropriate up to $546 for repairs to tennis court from
Hancock Tennis Fund.
ARTICLE 19. Voted to raise and appropriate up to $1,430 for baseball equipment and
ballfield maintenance from Hancock Baseball Fund.
ARTICLE 20. Voted to modify membership of the Hancock Advisory Committee to
delete the school board member.
ARTICLE 21 . Voted to authorize Selectmen to withdraw town portion of principal and
interest from the Delia Thacher Park Trust Fund.
ARTICLE 22. Voted to create Kepner Memorial Fund for support of Kepner Memorial
fields and adjacent town lands and appropriate sum of approximately $28,800 to be put in
fund.
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ARTICLE 23. Voted to rescind authorized and unissued bonds or notes, remaining
balance of $13,400 from Garland property purchase.
ARTICLE 24. Motion to support a wildlife protection area on Powder Mill Pond failed
by ballot vote of 1 8 yes, 69 no.
ARTICLE 25. Motion to adopt sludge ordinance was tabled.
ARTICLE 26. Voted to raise and appropriate $4,000 for July 4th fireworks.
ARTICLE 27. Voted to restore two way traffic to Depot Road.
ARTICLE 28. Voted to agree to a resolution to call upon NH General Court regarding
use of tobacco settlement funds for prevention programs for youth and rejecting campaign
funding from tobacco companies.
ARTICLE 29. Voted to table resolution regarding investing trust funds with tobacco
companies.
ARTICLE 30. Voted to authorize Selectmen to accept reports of auditors and committees
as printed in Town Report.
There being no other business, the meeting adjourned at 3:45 P.M.
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REPORT OF THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN
1999 has been a year of beginnings, completions, transitions, and planning
for the future. We move into 2000 with anticipation and excitement, being stewards
of our town's past while preparing for the future.
Completions:
The Pay and Classification study for town employees conducted by the New
Hampshire Municipal Association was completed by our board and implemented.
Towns of similar size, assessments, and style of government were analyzed to be sure
our salaries are fair. Job descriptions were written and each position was classified
with a grade 1 to 20. Within each grade 10 steps exist. Some money was budgeted
in 1999 to begin implementation. Funds have been allocated in 2000 to complete the
process of using this new more equitable system.
Access to the Meetinghouse was completed in November. After years of
study and fundraising, the project was completed thanks to the hard work of the
joint town and church committees and a very generous final donation. Appreciation
goes to all those who reworked schedules and locations during construction,
especially the Hancock Preschool and to the Hancock Elementary School who took
them in.
The Planning Board working with the Zoning Board and our board
completed its several years worth of work on home based businesses and will
present amendments to the town meeting which will update the Zoning Ordinance.
The Police Department moved into their new quarters in August and held an open
house in November. The space is much more conducive to the work they do. The
department also completed its study of dispatching service, leading them to switch
centers from KMA to Hillsborough Police Department. This should mean better
service at a lower cost. The switch does not affect how residents call for an
emergency.
Beginnings:
"Hancock Happenings" was born. Thanks to the hard work of Nancy
Adams, the Recreation Committee's calendar of events became a popular
newsletter. It is now much easier for residents to stay informed.
www.hancocknh.org can now be found on the web thanks to Tom
Westheimer and several Conval students. The site is another way for residents to
stay informed. We can now be e-mailed at select@hancocknh.org .
Transitions:
Staffing changes throughout the year caused transitions in several
departments. Mike Sielicki became the Police Chief in January. Ryan Quimby
completed the police academy in June and became a full time certified officer. We
welcomed Clark Craig HI (Chip) to the Highway Department in May. The town
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mourned the loss of Mary Ann Hitchcock, our Children's Librarian, and wished Pat
Briggs well on her retirement in December. Marsha Zaccone, the new Director, and
Linda Cleff, the Children's Librarian, have been welcomed to their new positions.
In November Fire Chief Lindy Joseph submitted his resignation. He has led
the department well and will be missed. The reality of time involved has led the
department and our board to look at ways to "lighten the load". The department
will be studying the problem and recommending short and long term solutions.
Barbara and Wendy in the office will be helping with some of the administrative
paperwork items.
Planning for the Future:
During the year we established four committees to deal with areas of concern
in town. Volunteer members of these committees have worked hard.
The Y2K Committee planned and organized well. Fortunately, nothing
happened when 2000 began, but we were ready then and we are ready in the future
for any emergency the town may face. This committee provided us with an
opportunity to meet our neighbors and that is always a good thing.
The Recreation Land Use Committee studied recreation needs and space
coming up with an excellent plan that will be presented at town meeting this year.
The Parking Committee gathered lots of information and will work during
2000 studying and moving the process ahead.
The Town Office Building and Grounds Committee is studying the needs of
our office as well as the grounds around it. They will propose to town meeting this
year for work that needs to be done right away, and will present to the 2001 town
meeting their complete report.
Thank you. Thank you. Thank you:
This town runs because of our dedicated staff and volunteers. Each and
every staff member cares about the town and we owe them all a large amount of
appreciation. Our pool of talented and willing volunteers greatly adds to the work
accomplished in the town. Thank you. Keep up the good work. You are
appreciated.
Board of Selectmen





STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DFvlSION
P.O. BOX 487, CONCORD, NH 03302-0487
(603)271-3397
BUDGET OF THE TOWN/CITY
OF:
Appropriations and Estimates 01 Revenue tor tne Ensuing Year January 1, ^UU" to December 31,
or Fiscal Year From
2000
IMPORTANT:
Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
1
.
Use this form to list the entire budget in the appropriate recommended and not recommended area. This
means the operating budget and all special and individual warrant articles must he posted.
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.
3. When completed, a copy or the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be placed on
rile with the town clerk, and a copy sent to the Department ot Revenue Administration at the above address.
DATE: fe h /,<,- loop
GOVERNING BODY (SELECTMEN)
Please sign in ink.
y.MOaL^^Xs^tr
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
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ENSUING FY ENSUING FY
(RECOMMENDED) (HOT RICOMENDED)
2000






















4197 Advertising C Reoional Aaaoc.
1800
4199 Othar General Government
PUBLIC SAFETY XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4210-4214 Police 131755 130058 138461
4215-4219 Ambulance
100 100
4220-4229 Fire 59849 52412 55314
4240-4249 Building Inspection 2800 4635 4450
4290-4298 Emergency Management 600 13655
4299 Othar (Including Communications)
AIRPORT/AVIATION CENTER XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4301-4309Uirport Operatic
HIGHWAYS & STREETS XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4311 Administration
42529 43411 46196
4312 Highways t Streets 292857 270554 300119
4313 Bridges
500 251 500
4316 Street Lighting 2675 2327 2675
4319 Other
SANITATION XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4323 Solid Waste Collection
4324 Solid Waste Disposal
59122 53207 56647
4325 Solid Waste Clean-up
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PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS WARR Prior Year As













4326-4329 Sewaoa Coll. £ Disposal £ Other




4335-4339 Water Treatment. Conaarv . £ Other
ELECTRIC XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4351-4352 Admin, and Generation
4353 Purchase Coats
4354 Electric Equipment Maintenance
4359 Other Electric Costa
HEALTH xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4411 Administration
4414 Peat Control
4415-4419 Health Agenciea£Hosp. £ Other 4625 4457 4655
WELFARE XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx
4441-4442 Adim nistrstion £ Direct Aaaiat. 750 640 761
4444 Intergovernmental Welfare Pymnte
4445-4449 Vendor Payments £ Other 5000 6892 7000
CULTURE & RECREATION XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4520-4529 Parks £ Recreation 20865 13609 15613
4550-4559 Library
32370 33958 39637
4583 Patriotic Purposes 9400 5881 5900
4589 Other Culture £ Recreation
CONSERVATION XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4611-4612 Admin . £ Purch . of Nat . Resources
645 517 1045
4619 Other Conservation
4631-4632 REDEVELOPMNT & HOUSING
4651-4659 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
DEBT SERVICE xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4711 Princ- Long Term Bonds £ Notes
60520 60520 60520
4721 Interest-Long Terra Bonds £ Notei
7254 7292 4741




Town/City of FY 2000 MS-6






Eipendlturcs ENSUING FY ENSUING FY
Prior Year (RECOMMENDED) (NOT RECOMMENDED)
DEBT SERVICE cent.
1999 2000
xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
M790-4799 Othar Dabt Sarvica 1 1 1
CAPITAL OUTLAY xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx
4901 Land
4902 Machinery , Vehicles £ EquiDmant 4,5,9 46881 45999
4903 Buildino«_
6 8000 7800




OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4912 To Special R»v»nua Fund
4913 To Capital Proiacts Fund





491S To Capital Raaarva Fond
4916 To Exp . Tr . Fund-axcept #4917
30110 30110 6
4917 To Health Maint. Trust Funds
491B To Nonexpendable Truat Funds
4919 To Aoeney Funds
SUBTOTAL 1 1,232,102 1,135,055 1,167,558
Zf you hivt a Ian* item of appropriations from sort than on* warrant articla, plaaaa ua
aaxa-up of tha tha lina total for tha anaiiing yaar.
a tha apaea balow to idantify tha
Acct. # Warr.
Art. #




Budget - Town/City of HANCOCK FY 2000 MS-6
-SPECIAL "WARRANT ARTICLES*
Spacial warrant irtldu mra dafinad in RflA 32:3,VI, u appropriations 1) in patitionad warrant articlaa; 2) appropriationa
raiaad by bond* or notaa; 3) appropriation to a aaparata fund craatad purauant to lav, ruch aa capital raaarva funda or
truat funda; 4) an appropriation daaignatad on tha warrant aa a apacial articla or aa a nonlapaing or nontranafarabla
artida.
Appropriations Actual
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS WARR. Prior Year As Expenditures
Acct.# (RSA 32:3.V) ART.* Approved bv DRA Prior Year
APPROPRIATIONS APPROPRIATIONS
ENSUING FY ENSUING FY
(RECOMMENDED) (NOT RECOMMENDED)
k<FTZ—
FIRE TRUCK 4 165000
4909 KEPNER RECREATION AREi . 5 80000
4313 TANNERY HILL BRIDGE 7 45000
4312 CALCIUM CHLORIDE 12 15000
4312 KING'S HIGHWAY 11 30000
4221 FOREST FIRE EQUIPMENT 14 12500
SUBTOTAL 2 RECOMMENDED xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx 267,500 XXXXXXXXX
•INDIVIDUAL WARRANT ARTICLES"
Individual" warrant articlaa ara not nacaaaarily tha sue aa "apacial warrant articlaa". Individual warrant articla
night ba nagotiatad coat i tarns for labor agraaaanta or itama of a ona tiaa natura you wiah to addraaa individually.
hL^ 2 -™3 4 5 7
Acct.#














4583 FIREWORKS 13 4000
4194 HIGHWAY BARN ROOF 8 5000
4194 TOWN OFFICE REPAIRS 9 8200
4194 TOWN CLOCK BELL CRADLE 10 9000
4521 KEPNER FIELD MAINT FUN ) 6 30000
4521 REC. REVENUE FUND 15 1736
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TAXES xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX





3186 Pavaamt In Liau of Taxaa
35245 35245 36000
3169





LICENSES, PERMITS & FEES XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
3210
1250 902 1000




3290 Other Licenses . Perraita £ Fmi
6500 7197 6900
3311-3319 FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 12555
FROM STATE XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
3351 Shared Revenues
13635 19990 13635
3352 Heals £ Rooms Tax Distribution
31320 31320 31320
3353 Highway Block Grant
64945 64945 69144
3354 Water Pollution Grant
3355 Housing £ Coavmnitv Development
3356 Stata £ Fadaral Forast Land Raimburaanant
3357 Flood Control Raimburaanant
5671 6008 6008
3359 Other (Ineludino Railroad Tax)
12000 10000
3379 FROM OTHER GOVERNMENTS
CHARGES FOR SERVICES XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
3401-3406 Income from Department*
14836 11728 11870
3409
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
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INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS IN xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx




3913 From Capital Proiacts Funds






3915 Tram Capital Rasarva Funds
3916 From Trust £ AoancY Funds
4400 4400 34450
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3934 Proc . from Long Tarm Bonds £ Not**
165000
Amts VOTED From F/B ( "Surplus ") 4 THRU 12 80881 71719
Fund Balance ( "Surplus") to Reduce Taxes 59000
TOTAL ESTIMATED REVENUE & CREDITS 673,559 689762 906,881
-BTTDGFTSTTMms£L
SUBTOTAL 1 Appropriations Recommended (from page 4) 1,167,558
267, 500
SUBTOTAL 2 Special Warrant Articles Recommended (from page 5)
SUBTOTAL 3 "Individual" Warrant Articles Recommended (from page 5)
79,683
TOTAL Appropriations Recommended 1,514,741
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues t Credits (from above, column 6) 906,881
607,860






1999 PROPERTY TAX $2,850,169 STATE REVENUES
1998 PROPERTY TAX $113,451 SHARED REVENUE-
LAND USE CHANGE $16,118 BLOCK GRANT $19,990
YIELD TAXES $11,487 MEALS & ROOMS $31,320
INTEREST-PROP.TAX $7,638 HIGHWAY BL.GRANT $64,945
INTEREST-YIELD TAX $0 STATE/FED FLOOD LND $6,008
INT/COST LIENS RDM $17,865 STATE REIMBURSE. $12,000
MISC.TAX FEES $25 $134,263.00
PYMT. IN LIEU $35,245 MISC. REVENUES
EXCAV.ACT.TAX $2,128 SALE TOWN PROP. $0
1997 TAX LIENS $32,246.00 RENT-POST OFFICE $25,622
1998 TAX LIENS $29,972.00 RENT-PRESCHOOL $875
1999 TAX LIENS $33,429.00 INTEREST-CHECKING $12,736




BD. OF ADJUSTMENT $553 SALE CEM.LOTS/MAINT $500
PLANNING BOARD $349 RENT-GARLAND PROP. $8,000
MTR.VEHICLE PERM. $220,530 REFUND-UNEMP.COMP $798
BUILDING PERMITS $4,325 $90,962
TWN.CLERK DECALS $4,050
CURR.USEAPPL. $12 GRANITE BANK 12/31/99
RETURNED CHECKS $150 CHECKING ACCOUNT $190,877.65






HIGHWAY $0 BOLDINI 1/1/99 $1,519.35
ORDINANCES $73 INTEREST $33.88
RECREATION $285 BALANCE 12/31/99 $1,553.23
OLD HOME DAY $1,785
COMPUTER LISTS $248 OPEN VW.INV. 12/29/99 $500.75
XEROX COPIES $447
CEMETERIES $2,725
CABLE FRANCH.FEES $1,567 HILL 1/1/99 $8,110.67
DUMP TIRES $796 INTEREST $184.07
GEN.RECYCLABLES $1,699 RECEIVED FROM TOWN $431.90
METAL $613 BALANCE 12/31/99 $8,726.64
HUMAN SERVICES $50
FIREWORKS $1,609 BARBARA E. CAVERLY
$13,357 TREASURER
25

























Subtotal Executive Office 88996
ELECTION/REGISTRATION
Town Clerk 8522
Deputy Town Clerk 3148








Deputy Tax Collector 1722
Town Treasurer 1186






Subtotal Legal Expenses 5100
EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
Town Share FICA 19570
Town Share Medicare 6004
Town Share Retirement 4235
Health Coverage 63865
Life Insurance 957
Long Term Disability 1894
NHMA Unemployment Com| 800
INS Workers Comp. 20000
Medical Evaluations 5000
Drug & Alcohol Testing 500
ICMA-RC Retirement Fee 5261
















Town Hall Fuel #2
756 Town Office #2 Fuel
3198 Old Highway #2 Fuel
318 New Highway Garage Prop.
Fire Station Propane
















1186 Loam and Seed









5548 Subtotal Ins.Not Oth. Alloc.
4468 POLICE DEPARTMENT
62639 Full time Salaries
1045
1586 Part Time Wages
























































POLICE DEPT. CONT. BUDGETACTUALHIGHWAYS & STREETS BUDGETACTUAL
Mutual Aid 4232 4051 Wages 122221 112274
Office Supplies 1200 1202 Nubanusitt Dumpster 865 741
Telephone 2744 2787 Lube/Grease 1310 1167
Training 1634 1597 Gasoline 320 320
Law Publications 172 Diesel Fuel 9439 6198
Miscellaneous 500 585 Unallocated 023 2500 2660
Uniforms 3000 2947 Maintenance/Repairs 13000 23739
Subtotal Police 127775 130058 Sand 12500 14171
AMBULANCE Gravel 29675 29618
Town Share Ambulance 100 Salt 7000 7902
Patch 2700 2269
FIRE DEPARTMENT Tar 22695 21709
Wages 18950 18310 Shim 30750 30657
Forest Fire 738 562 Culverts 2277 2358
Maintenance/Repairs 4596 6797 Uniforms 2700 2573
Equipment 6405 5160 Hired Mower 3000 2000
Training 7592 9216 Signs & Posts 1241 1202
First Aid 200 155 Meetings/Seminars 300 430
Mutual Aid 4546 4187
Prevention 250 103
Miscellaneous 550 571 Summer General Expense 2775 2723
Gas/Diesel 650 Winter General Expense 6536 5462
Water Utility 548 548 Safety Equipment 740 756
Public Service 1975 1573 Miscellaneous 3000 3196
Telephone 675 705
Dry Hydrant 2600 1306 Street Sweeping 1050 777
Subtotal Fire Department 50275 49193 Tires 2346 4101
Radio/Pagers 732 1615
FIRE HYDRANTS
Fire Hydrants Water Util. 5800 5800 Supplies (non-equipment) 178
Building Maintenance 585 828
BUILDING INSPECTION Subtotal Highways & Street 282257 281624
Wages 2500
Fire 300
Subtotal Building Inspectioi 2800
4350
285 BRIDGE EXPENSES








Subtotal Emer,Management 300 274
ADMINISTRATION-HIGHWAY
Road Agent Salary 39326 39312
Telephone 1080 804
Public Service 2595 2542
Office Supplies 604 1103





































Home Health Care/Comm.S< 2000
Monadnock Family/Mental I- 1625
Senior Nutrition 1000









1625 Long Term Notes
1000 Long Term Bonds











550 DEBT TAX ANT.NOTE INT. 100
90_
640
HILLSBOR.COUNTY TAX 226482 226482










































































Long Term Notes 15520 15520
Long Term Bonds 5000 5000
Bond Anticipation Note 40000 40000
Subtotal L.T. Bonds/Notes 60520 60520
28
LONG TERM DEBT SCHEDULE
PRINCIPAL
REFUNDING HIGHWAY- GARLAND TOWN WATER GRAND
BOND FIRE LAND TOTAL PROJECT TOTAL
5.08% TRUCKS 4.57% 4.5%
2000 5,000 40,000 15,520 60,520 15,000 75,520
2001 15,520 15,520 15,000 30,520
2002 15,520 15,520 15,000 30,520
2003 15,520 15,520 15,000 30,520
2004 10.000 10.000
5,000 40,000 62,080 107,080 70,000 177,080
INTEREST





104 1800 7093 7284
NEW HAMPSHIRE PUBLIC DEPOSIT INVESTMENT POOL
PDIP General Fund
1/1/99 PDIP Balance $832,747.46
Interest Income $23,358.59
Transfers from Checking 1.400.000.00 1.423.358.59
$2,256,106.05
Transfers to Checking 1.480.000.00 1.480.000.00




RECREATION SPECIAL REVENUE FUND
01/01/1999 PDIP Balance $3,853.07
Interest Income $186.57
Current Year Revenue $15 560 65 $15,747.22
$19,600.29
$17.863.38
12/31/1 999 Unreserved Designated for Special Purpose $1.736.91
01/01/1999 Due To General Fund $2,184.65
Current Year Expenses $15.678.73
TENNIS SPECIAL REVENUE FUND
01/01/1999 PDIP Balance $547.69
Interest Income $26.80 $26.80
1 2/31 /1 999 Unreserved Designated for Special Purpose $574.49
HIGHWAY SPECIAL REVENUE FUND
01/01/1999 PDIP Balance $0.00
Interest on Investments $20.12
Other Revenue $780.00
Transferred from Water Fund $650.00
Due From Water Fund $400.00 $1.850.12
12/31/1 999 Unreserved Designated for Special Purpose $1 Rfin 1?.
CONSERVATION COMMISSION FUND
01/01/1999 Fund Balance $10,079.41
Interest Income $213.12
Revenue Adjustment $44. 1
Current Year Revenue $1 ,283.25
Due From General Fund $2,299.71 $3,840,18
12/31/1999 Unreserved Designated for Special Purpose $13919.59
POLICE SPECIAL REVENUE FUND
01 /01 /1 999 PDIP Balance $6,473.24
Interest Income $313.42 $313.42
$6,786.66
Due To General Fund $4,536.53
Current Year Expenses $1.725.00 $6.261.53
$5?5 13
Current Year Revenue $1,910.85 $1,910.85
1 2/31 /1 999 Unreserved Designated for Special Purpose $2.435.98
30
HISTORY SPECIAL REVENUE FUND
01/01/1999 PDIP Balance
Interest Income
Due To General Fund
Current Year Expenses
Current Year Revenue
12/31/1999 Unreserved Designated for Special Purpose





Due From General Fund


















*PDIP = Public Deposit Investment Pool
Barbara E. Caverly, Treasurer
31
WATER DEPARTMENT SUMMARY RFPORT
01/01/1999 PDIP Balance $41,634.50
Interest Income $1,995.81
A/R Water Rents $71.00
Due From General Fund $47,196.33 $49,263.14
Transfer to Highway Fund $650.00
Due To Highway Fund $400.00
12/31/99 Fund Balance $89,847.64
****** ************* ****** ************
1999 WATER FUND DETAIL
INCOME:
Interest on Investments $3,745.81
Rents and Interest $46,010.24



















Long Term Bond $15,000.00
Interest - Long Term Bond $3,335.00 $40.05454
12/31/1999 Unexpended Balance $13 4?8 51
*PDIP = PUBLIC DEPOSIT INVESTMENT POOL




Professional Association/Accountants & Auditors
193 Nonh Main Street • Concord • New Hampshire 03301-5063 • 603-225-6996 . FAX-224-1380
INDEPENDENT A UDITOR 'S REPORT




We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the Town of Hancock as of
and for the year ended December 31, 1999 as listed in the table of contents. These general purpose
financial statements are the responsibility of the Town's management. Our responsibility is to express
an opinion on these general purpose financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those standards
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial
statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence
supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the
accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the
overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our
opinion.
The general purpose financial statements referred to above do not include the general fixed assets
account group which should be included in order to conform with generally accepted accounting
principles. As is the case with most municipal entities in the State of New Hampshire, the Town of
Hancock has not maintained historical cost records of its fixed assets. The amount that should be
recorded in the general fixed assets account group is not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the omission described in the
preceding paragraph, the general purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial position of the Town of Hancock, as of December 31, 1999, and the
results of its operations and the cash flows of its nonexpendable trust funds for the year then ended in
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
The Unaudited Supplementary Information on page 23 is not a required part of the basic financial
statements but is supplementary information required by the Governmental Accounting Standards Board.
We have applied certain limited procedures, which consisted principally of inquiries of management
regarding the methods of measurement and presentation of the supplementary information. However,
we did not audit the information and do not express an opinion on it. In addition, we do not provide
assurance that the Town of Hancock is or will become year 2000 compliant, the Town of Hancock's year
2000 remediation efforts will be successful in whole or in part, or that parties with which the Town of
Hancock does business are or will become year 2000 compliant.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general purpose financial statements
of the Town of Hancock taken as a whole. The combining and individual fund financial statements listed
as schedules in the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis and art- not a
required part of the general purpose financial statements of the Town of Hancock. Such information has
been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the general purpose financial statements
and, in our opinion, is fairly presented in all material respects in relation to the general purpose financial
statements taken as a whole.




TOWN OF HANCOCK, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Combined Balance Sheet
All Fund Types and Account Group
December 31, 1999
Governmental Fiduciary Account Group
Fund
'
rvpes Fund Tvpes General Total
Special Trust and Long-Term (Memorandum
ASSETS AND OTHER DEBITS General Revenue Agencv Debt Onlv)
Assets
Cash and Equivalents $ 201,659 $ 20,294 $ 102,365 $ $ 324,318




Accounts 33,737 71 33,808
Interfund Receivable 12,343 51,959 996,320 1,060,622
Elderly Tax Liens 47,451 47,451
Elderly Tax Liens Reserved Until Collected (47,451) (47,451)
Other Debits
Amount to be Provided for
Retirement of General Long-Term Debt 223.080
$ 223.080
223.080
TOTAL ASSETS AND OTHER DEBITS $ 1.145.254 S 240.971 $ 1.831.063 S 3.440.368
LIABILITIES AND EOUITY
Liabilities
Accounts Payable $ 11,369 $ $ $ $ 11,369
Intergovernmental Payable 99 872,472 872,571
Interfund Payable 924,031 8,343 128,248 1,060,622
Escrow and Performance Deposits 10,781 10,781
General Obligation Bonds/Notes Payable 177,080 177,080
Accrued Landfill Postclosure Care Costs 46.000
223.080
46.000
Total Liabilities 946.280 8.343 1.000.720 2.178.423
Equitv
Fund Balances
Reserved For Endowments 607,451 607,451
Reserved For Encumbrances 15,394 15,394
Reserved For Special Purposes 222,892 222,892
Unreserved
Designated For Special Purposes 232,628 232,628









TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY $ 223.080 $ 3.440.368
The notes to financial statements are an integral part of this statement.
34
SCHEDULE A-l
TOWN OF HANCOCK, NEW HAMPSHIRE
General Fund
Statement of Estimated and Actual Revenues
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1999
Over
(Under)
REVENUES Estimated Actual Estimate
Taxes
Property $ 528,356 $ 535,963 $ 7,607
Land Use Change 10,000 13,562 3,562
Timber 12,000 8,018 (3,982)
Payment in Lieu of Taxes 35,245 33,737 (1,508)
Excavation Activity 100 (100)
Interest and Penalties on Taxes 24.900 28.389 3.489
Total Taxes 610.601 619.669 9.068
Licenses and Permits
Business Licenses, Permits and Fees 1,250 902 (348)
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 210,000 220,530 10,530
Building Permits 4,000 4,325 325
Other 6.500 7.197 697
Total Licenses and Permits 221.750 232.954 11.204
Intergovernmental
State
Shared Revenue Block Grant 15,002 14,992 (10)
Meals and Rooms Distribution 31,320 31,320
Highway Block Grant 64,945 64,945




Total Intergovernmental 116.938 12.327
Charges For Services
Income From Departments 9.200 14.836 5.636
Miscellaneous
Sale of Municipal Property 100 (100)
Interest on Investments 21,000 34,345 13,345
Rent of Property 34,547 32,362 (2,185)









Total Revenues and Other Financing Sources
Unreserved Fund Balance Used To Reduce Tax Rate
Total Revenues. Other Financing
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SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
This is to certify that the information contained in this report was taken from
official records and is correct to the best of our knowledge and belief. RSA 21-J:34.






Value of land under CURRENT USE 14,240 1,047,500
Value of residential land 3,131 38,120,850
Value of commercial land 8 353,800
Total of taxable land 39,522,150
Tax exempt and non-taxable ($3,233,056)
Value of residential buildings 74,700,200
Value of commercial buildings 3,279,164
Total of taxable buildings 77,979,364
Total tax exempt and non-taxable buildings ($5,279,300)
Public Utilities - Electric 853,910
TOTAL VALUATION BEFORE EXEMPTIONS 1 18,355,424
NET VALUATION ON WHICH TAX RATE FOR MUNICIPAL,
COUNTY & LOCAL EDUCATION TAX IS COMPUTED 1 18,050,424
NET VALUATION WITHOUT UTILITIES ON WHICH STATE
EDUCATION TAX IS COMPUTED 117,196,514
Number of Elderly Exemptions granted for 1999














Total acreage taxed under Current Use 14,240
REPORT OF THE BUILDING INSPECTOR
Type of Permit Number Estimated Cost of Construction
New Homes 10 1,262,375
Additions 3 53,500
Alterations 13 173,876
Decks and Porches 6 45,050
Garages 5 59,940
Barns 5 31,000
Storage Buildings 5 20,500
Totals $1,646,241
40
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
December 31, 1999
Town hall, office lands and buildings 812,300
U9-11, U9-18,U4-19
Contents 100,000
Library, lands and buildings 383,500
U4-6, 8, 8A
Contents 400,000




Fire Department, lands and buildings 263,900
U4-73; U5-2
Equipment 210,000
Recycling/Transfer, land, buildings, equipment 92,300
Water Supply facilities 128,800
R3-19,20, 21
Land around school 93,600
Camp Guild 119,900
Parks and commons 745,800
Rl-8, 12A, 17, 39A; R4-9A; R6-63; R8-10, 19, 79B; R9-16, 28,50,
R9-70; R11-34A; U2-2; U5-1; U6-2A; U7-4A; U13-3; U9-4,12,13,17
41
LIBRARY TRUSTEES REPORT
A library is an odd business for a town to find itself in. Most of the town's
enterprises are practical -- fixing roads and buildings, putting out fires. But a
library is about pleasure. One reader delighting in a mystery, or 110 children
enraptured by Linda Claff, our new children's librarian, all dressed up as a witch
for Halloween as she tells a folktale. We say, soberly, that the library is a service,
and tally up the statistics. But more properly the library is a part of what we do
that makes up the daily life of this town. Academics call it "civic capital" — all the
traditions, conversations, voluntary effort and care that make life more than bean
counting.
In Hancock we are rich in "civic capital". You can see it in all the children
enrolled in the summer recreation program, in the volunteers who stage Old Home
Day, and staff the library, and in our neighbors who give up evenings and mornings
to serve as selectmen.
We can lose track of these riches in the long budget discussions. On those
bleary-eyed evenings, we see only expenditures; we see no gain. It is easy enough to
appraise what is spent, but to speak of what is gained does not lend itself to a line-
by-line analysis.
We have faced loss and gain at the library this year. We were saddened by
the loss of two long-time volunteers, Wales Meisinger and Jean Adams. Last winter,
Maryann Hitchcock, our dedicated children's librarian, died. Maryann had a
strong connection with the children. As so many mothers have told us, she made
each child feel welcome. Maryann had a following among some of the young
mothers in town. For months after her death, the library's trustees encountered
fresh expressions of affection and gratitude for Maryann. In her memory two child-
sized benches have been placed in the outdoor sitting area. This seating was her
idea. It is a fitting memorial for Maryann Hitchcock — thoughtful, quiet, and just a
little surprising.
In December, Pat Briggs retired after 15 years as library director. Pat feels it
is time to do other things. Pat Briggs did nothing less than re-invent the library,
making it one of the best in the state. Under her direction, the library tripled in size
and circulation more than doubled. She was tireless, putting in long hours. It was
usual to go past the library when it was closed and see that Pat was there, catching
up, or planning an exhibit or program. Nothing escaped Pat's attention, whether it
was a tricky inter-library loan, the health and concerns of the library's 22
volunteers, or the signs that a child might need help. Short space can not do justice
to the care Pat Briggs gave to the library.
To follow Pat will, admittedly, be a hard act. We are fortunate to have hired
a woman with the skills and experience to lead the library. Marsha Zaccone has
worked as a library assistant at New Hampshire Technical college, taught
elementary and kindergarten, managed the office at the Pine Hill School, edited
weekly and quarterly publications, and evaluated investment portfolios. We have
had Pat Brigg's library. In due time and evolution we will have Marsha Zaccone's
library.
That's our real ledger sheet. Yes, we kept the furnace in working order,
repaired damaged books, and purchased new ones. And along the way -- between
revenue and expense, estimate and actual ~ Maryann Hitchcock, Pat Briggs, and all
the volunteers, brought joy and pleasure to many lives.




According to the History of Hancock 1764-1889 by Hayward, "In the early
part of 1860 money was raised at a "Levee and otherwise", for the purpose
of establishing a public library in town. $50 were appropriated by the town
at this meeting, for the purchase of books for the library."
At the end of the 19th century, the trustees reported that after paying $7.01
"For oil, lamp chimneys, wicks, etc.", $100 for "Librarian, services", $18.81
for "Library stove" and $25 for "Trustee's services", and other miscellaneous
expenses there was a total of $163.53 in the treasury and there were 3,863
books on the shelves.
Books purchased in 1899 included Holy Roman Empire by Bryce, Insect
World by Weed, Tramping With Tramps by Flynt, End of an Era by Wise and
one titled Child Life in Colonial Days by Earle which still occupies a space
on the shelves of the current library. Fourteen books of fiction by M.J.
Holmes were purchased which shared a common thread: Cousin Maude,
Daizy Thornton, Edith Lyle, Ethelyn's Mistake, Madeline, Mildred, Queenie
Hetherton, and Rose Mather. A total of $140.39 was spent on books in 1899.
Imagine the shock of those trustees if they could see the library today. It is
four times larger, 18,000 books fill the shelves, and unheard of versions of
books called books on tape are checked out daily. Videos are available
which illuminate and entertain, a copier allows people to take pictures of
parts of books with them, and a public access computer opens doors to
anything in the world.
The circulation in 1999 was 25,300, the library was open 32 hours a week
and 378 books were borrowed from libraries around the state for patrons.
Children from the elementary school came to the library every week to hear
stories and check out books and the Daniels Room provided a warm,
comfortable spot for meetings.
The building, its contents and the personnel have changed since 1899 but
the library continues to serve its patrons and respond to their needs. I am












Transferred from Trust Funds 18,000.00













Buildings & Grounds 4,326.95
Dues and Education 201.80
Programs 717.92
Fund Raising Expenses 58.69
Miscellaneous 811.53
Capital Expenses, computer 2,882.42
furnishings 2,444.00
Total Expenses 66,870.92
Cash on Hand, December 31, 1999
Granite Bank, NOW 7,780.72
Petty Cash 15.00
Capital Investment Account
NHPDIP December 31, 1999 2,337.04
Fleet Bank December 31, 1999 92,416.55
74,666.64
94,753.59
* The Library Trustees are very grateful to Charles VanHorn for preparing the
Library's monthly statements in 1999.
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July, 1999 $71.00 July, 1999
Total $71.00 Carrie Piatt
1 Wilder Rd.
Adjustments: P.O. Box 393






















REPORT OF THE TAX COLLECTOR
LEVIES OF
1999

































































Unredeemed Liens-Beg. of Year
Liens Executed During Year





Interest&Costs Collected (after Lien Exe
Interest Uncollected
Liens Deeded to Municipality









































)fc Payne, Douglas & P.
Phillips, Harold
Rank, Travers & D.
Reynolds, Albert & C.
Schweigert, Barbara J.
^Shipman, Allan & Deb
Smith, K. & G.





Weinreich, D. & B
Weston, Jr., William
Willard. Charles
Williams, P. & E.
Zimmerman, C
1ST 2ND
Aldrich, Michael E. & Alice L. $1,925.54 $1,760.79
Bainton, W. & B. $1,147.99 $1,049.77
Beers, Daniel C. & Susan J. $2,162.47 $1,977.44
Beers, Daniel C & Susan J. $75.92 $69.43
Billings, Jane $852.16 $779.25
Boreske, Jr., John R. & Siri $11.65
X Brindisi, Marc B. & Katherine $17.57
Brown, Kenneth & Julie $757 91 $693.06
Brown, Kenneth & Julie $22.26 $20.34
Brown, Kenneth & Julie $23.56 $21.55
Brown, Kenneth & Julie $331 .26 $1,217.34
Cherwin, Marjorie $80.19
Connolly, Thomas A. $1,887.58 $1,726.07
Cox, Jackson W. & Janis J. $1,293.96
Cutter, David $1,069.46 $977.94
Cutter, Terry S. & Shelley T. $23.94
# Dubeck, William H. & Gail C. $653.84
Flagg Michael & Mauricia $588.92
Flagg Michael & Mauricia $2,664.52
Gordon, Edward C $26 32
Hafela, Grove M. & Blandine $672.83 $615.25
Hart, Joseph S. & Linda C. $2,834.50
HCP, Inc. $471.24 $430.92
HCP, Inc. $511.82 $468.03







































'PAID AFTER JANUARY 15, 2000
Unredeemed Tax Liens as of January 15, 2000
1999 1998
Aldrich, Michael E. & Alice L. $2,216.13
Bainton, W. & B. $1,399.86
Hafela, Grove M. & Blandine $1,469.96 *$128.45
HCP, Inc. $1,038.13 *1 ,793.71
HCP, Inc. $1,100.60 #1,037.16
HCP, Inc. $1,075.50*1,012.12
HCP, Inc. $2,401.26 * $159.83
Open View Investments LLC $2,971 .07
% Paquette, Thomas $988.98
Rank, Travers & Dolores $2,028.31 $1,913.74
Starkweather-Et Al, Walter $954.45
Wallace, Terence H. $3,353.21 $565.76
Willard, Charles $856.70 $230.75
'PAID AFTER JANUARY 15, 2000
Yield Tax Current Use Tax
Harper-Lentricchia, D & P $24.34 Huntley, Gail E. $3,015.33
'PAID AFTER JANUARY 15, 2000




MUNICIPAL AGENT FEES $4,046.00







MOTOR VEH./TRAILER REG. $220,618.00
TOWN FEES $1,640.16
MUNICIPAL AGENT FEES $4,046.00








DOG TAGS ISSUED 290
CERTIFIED COPIES ISSUED 48
VITAL RECORDS FILED 27












Assist to Motorist 54
Assist to other Agencies 156
Attempted Suicides/ Suicides 2
Civil Standbys 6
Drowning 1







Vacant Property Checks 62
Other Service Calls 366
Total 805
CRIMINAL ARREST

















Stop Sign Violation 16
Transportation of Alcohol 13












Dispatch Calls for Service 805
Criminal Activity 88





The Hancock Police Department since 1998 has gone through some major
changes. In 1998, the department went to three full-time officers. Scott Lester was
hired to fill the third position. Scott left shortly after being hired to work for the
Peterborough Police Department. Then in September 1998, Ed Coughlan retired
after 20 years of service for the town. I would like to congratulate Ed for his many
years of dedication to the town. That left the police department with only one full-
time officer. In November of 1998, Ryan Quimby was hired as the second full-time
officer.
Officer Quimby completed the full-time academy in June of this year. Officer
Quimby received one of the highest awards presented to a Police Academy graduate,
this was the award for being the most motivated recruit during the twelve-week
course. Along with this award, Officer Quimby was given the opportunity to attend
a full semester of college at the New Hampshire Technical Institute in Concord,
which he is currently doing.
I was sworn in as the Police Chief on Saturday, January 18, 1999 at the Town Hall
with about 50 residents and family members in attendance. At this time I would like
to thank all those that attended, this was a great feeling for myself and my family, it
truly made us feel welcomed.
I took over the reins after Sgt. Steve Baldwin had been Acting Chief for several
months. Sgt. Baldwin during his tenure as Acting Chief moved the department
forward in the proper direction. His duty was difficult with a manpower shortage
and having to coordinate coverage with the New Hampshire State Police and the
Hillsborough County Sheriffs Department. It was a difficult task for Sgt. Baldwin
to accomplish this and provide the type of service the residents of Hancock are used
to. I would like to commend Sgt. Baldwin for a job well done.
During the year, the Hancock Police Department applied for and received several
grants from the Department of Highway Safety. We applied for and received a
grant to conduct DWI patrols within Hancock. The extra patrols resulted in the
arrest of three subjects for DWI all of which resulted in them being charged with
Possession of Controlled Drugs, two were also charged with Reckless Operation. All
three were convicted of these offenses in the Jaffrey District Court.
The second grant was to conduct and establish a Bike Safety program for children
in town. This program was kicked off by holding a Bike Safety Rodeo with the help
of the local Kiwanis and the Bennington Police. The rodeo consisted of teaching the
children how to properly ride their bikes and to use the proper equipment while
riding. It also allowed us to purchase twenty-five bike helmets to give out to
children that needed new ones or didn't have them to begin with.
The third grant was to establish and conduct a Child Safety Seat inspection
program. This program was held at the Hancock Fire Station and consisted of
showing citizens how to properly install and use child safety seats in their vehicles.
The grant also allowed us to purchase ten new car seats and five new booster seats
to loan out to citizens on short or long-term basis.
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The total amount of the grants awarded to the Town of Hancock this year from
the Highway Safety Department was approximately three thousand dollars (S3000).
The Hancock Police Department also sponsored the Officer Phil program. This
program is supported by the local businesses in the area. This program consisted of
having someone come in to the Elementary School and conduct a training for the
children in a fun and informative way. The program consisted of making children
aware of strangers, walking to school safety, not bullying other children, respect and
other topics.
We moved into the new Police Department in August and conducted an open
house. During the open house, we had approximately 120 citizens attend
throughout the day. During the year we also went through the process of changing
Communication Centers. We are no longer dispatched by Southwestern Mutual
Aid (KMA). We are now dispatched by the Town of Hillsboro.
As you can see, it has been a very busy year for the Police Department. At this
time I would like to thank the members of the Highway Department, Fire
Department, Town Office personnel, Board of Selectmen and the citizens of
Hancock for their support and understanding.
I and the members of the Hancock Police look forward to serving you again this






The Hancock Highway Department had a very busy year in 1999. The
month of January proved to be especially busy with ten winter storms, seven of
which were ice storms. February and March brought us back to a more normal
winter weather pattern, with 5 storms in February and 4 more storms in March.
The month of April was spent grading our 25 miles of gravel roads as well as
sweeping our 25 miles of paved roads. During April we also assisted the Recreation
Committee with the infield of the baseball diamond. The month of May was spent
finishing the South Elmwood Road project. Also in the month of May, Clarke
(Chip) Craig III joined our team as a light equipment operator; Chip and his
family live in Antrim.
During June, July and part of August we worked on our summer
maintenance program, this effort was concentrated in the Northeast quadrant
during 1999. We ditched, replaced culverts, shimmed and sealed approximately 6
miles of paved road. We also ditched and added gravel to approximately 6 miles of
gravel road. During the last week of June, the Highway Department replaced the
worn out deck on Longview Bridge, this bridge is now safe for all legal loads. This
new deck should last us for at least another 10 years or more.
At the end of August, the Highway Department removed the dangerous
knoll out on Davenport Road. We were able to improve the width as well as the
sight distance, which should make traveling this portion of the road a bit safer for
everyone. I would like to thank Mr. Jim Davenport for his patience and
understanding as this project was going on. Without Jim's willingness to move his
driveway this project would have been a lot more difficult. In September we also
installed under drains on the East side of Antrim Road, from Old Bennington Road
to the top of the hill.
During the rest of September and October, we started getting ready for
winter. We piled our winter sand, got our plows and sanders ready and then
graded and added gravel to our gravel roads. We also made some improvements to
the Dump Road and built a windbreak for the attendants in the recycling building.
In November we assisted the Fire Department with the installation of 1 new
dry hydrant on South Elmwood Road, and repaired an existing dry hydrant at the
Sargent Camp. We also finished the end of Old Antrim Road by the Jarest
property. Weather-wise November was pretty quiet; we saw our first taste of
winter on November 30th when we all woke up to a 4-inch "flurry".
December saw only three minor weather events, pretty quiet by New
England standards. We took this opportunity to finish the roof over our sanders
and undertake a cleaning and organizing project for the Town Barn. We also
finished our brush cutting on Reaveley Road, and started brush cutting on
Longview Road.
If at any time we can be of assistance to you, please feel free to contact the
Highway Department at 525-4087.
I would like to thank the Board of Selectmen for their guidance, the Police
and Fire Departments for their assistance, the citizens for their support and the
Highway Department Crew (Albert, Roger, Allen and Chip) for their dedicated





The year 1999 has set a record for the number of calls responded to, with 143
total responses (84 rescue, 59 fire and mutual aid). These statistics make this the
busiest year in the department's history. A total of 1,414 hours were spent on these
calls.
Members continue training, completing a total of 890.5 hours in firefighting
and rescue training. Seventeen firefighters also completed an additional 31 hours
each in a combined pumps and water supply course. We thank all of them and their
families for the time they gave to this training.
Pierre Chabot resigned in September - we thank him for the many hours he
contributed to the department and to the town through the years.
We welcome our newest member, Steve David.
Chief Joseph resigned his appointment and took a leave of absence due to
time constraints with both his family and business. We especially thank him for his
dedicated leadership and look forward to him rejoining us if time permits.
We would like to thank the Ladies Auxiliary, the Highway Department, the
Police Department, Barbara and Wendy at the Town Office, and the Board of
Selectmen for all of their assistance.
Finally, we would like to thank all the residents of Hancock for your
continuing support.
Respectfully submitted,
Michael Cass, First Assistant Chief
Philip Mathewson, Second Assistant Chief
REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND STATE FOREST RANGER
To aid your Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department and State Forest Ranger,
contact your local Warden or Fire Department to find out if a permit is required
before doing ANY outside burning. Fire permits are required for any open burning
unless the ground is completely covered with snow where the burning will be done.
Violations of RSA 227-L:17, the fire permit law and the other burning laws of the
State of New Hampshire are misdemeanors punishable by fines of up to $2,000
and/or a year in jail. Violators are also liable for all fire suppression costs.
There are 2400 Forest Fire Wardens and Deputy Forest Fire Wardens
throughout the state. Each town has a Forest Fire Warden and several Deputy
Wardens who assist the Forest Rangers with forest fire suppression, prevention and
law enforcement. The 1999 fire season was a challenging but safe year for wildland
firefighters in New Hampshire. The severe drought conditions throughout the
spring and summer months combined with residual effects of the 1998 Ice Storm,
resulted in a dramatic increase in wildland fires. In addition to burning in excess of
452 acres, 35 structures were also impacted by wildfire. Wildland fires in the urban
interface is a serious concern for both landowners and firefighters. Homeowners
can help protect their structures by maintaining adequate green space around them
and making sure that houses are properly identified with street numbers.
Please contact your local fire department before doing ANY outside burning.
REMEMBER ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES!!
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HANCOCK WATER WORKS
ANNUAL REPORT - 1999
The year 1999 was notable for the extremely dry weather conditions during late
Spring and Summer, putting substantial pressure on the water system and
Juggernaut Pond. At times during that period the flow rate was three times our
normal annual rate and twice our normal summer rate, which caused concern
regarding Juggernaut's capacity to withstand sustained flow rates that high. The
commissioners issued a request to users in June to use restraint in outdoor watering
practices. The voluntary response was a gratifying reduction in usage of
approximately 50,000 gallons per day, bringing the usage rate to a more normal
summertime rate. We saw a larger drop in the water level at Juggernaut by the end
of the summer than we had ever seen previously, however there was still 9 ft. of
water over the intake screen which is ample supply (normal is 13 ft. when pond is
full). The commissioners would like to thank all who made efforts toward
conserving water during that period, it was very helpful.
In October we issued the first of an annual Water Quality Report, providing
users with information on the water system and its safety. This report is mandated
by EPA and will be issued with the July billing each year beginning in year 2000.
The technical problems associated with the mill pond bypass have been resolved
with the aid of the Highway Dept., so that project is scheduled to be completed in
the year 2000. The cost for that work, (estimated at $40,000), will appear in this
coming year's budget under special projects. The funds for the project will be taken
from accumulated reserves and will not impact water rates.







The Hancock Dump Committee saw a few changes during 1999. One of the
biggest changes was in the way we are recycling our glass products. We no longer
ship our glass to outside vendors, instead we are using the crushed glass at the
Highway Department as bedding for under drains. This has enabled us to reduce
the number of employees from 3 to 2, which has had a new result of decreasing the
proposed budget for 2000. Cathy and Bud deserve a lot of credit for making this
new process work smoothly and effectively. They make a great team, and we all
appreciate the effort they put into our recycling center.
Recycling in 1999 continued with the same enthusiasm as in the past. Our
recycling rate was approximately 35% of all waste coming into the Transfer
Station. We are currently recycling: Glass Products, Milk Jugs, #2 Colored
Plastics, #1 Plastics, Newspapers, Magazines, Aluminum Cans, Tin Cans,
Cardboard, Mixed Paper, and Scrap Iron. We are starting to see fewer vendors
that will take our recyclables in the manner that we recycle, so our committee is
investigating other possible ways to recycle that will allow us to continue our
recycling effort. Any major changes would be discussed at public hearings over the
next year.
Special thanks go out to Barbara Caverly, Wendy Brennan, the Highway
Department, and the dedicated staff of the Transfer Station who make our trash
such a pleasant and friendly visit.
Respectfully Submitted,
HANCOCK DUMP COMMITTEE
Dick Bell Hank Query
Clay Sherman Jack Roper
Kurt Grassett, Highway Department Laurie Bryan, Selectman
WELFARE OFFICER'S REPORT
This year $6,892.00 was expended for welfare on behalf of qualified
applicants. This represents an increase in the level of assistance requested. The
major categories continue to be housing, food and fuel.
Thank you to the individuals, organizations and other donors who have
given so generously to the Hancock Helping Hands Fund during the year. The fund
expended $9,400.00 to help Hancock residents with food, rent, fuel oil, repairs,






The Planning Board spent many hours working on a new ordinance to
clarify and regulate home occupations and home based businesses in Hancock. We
had four joint meetings with the ZBA that we felt were very successful. This was
the first time the two boards worked together on a proposed ordinance. We greatly
appreciated their valuable input.
We held two public hearings on the proposed home occupation and home
based business ordinance and thank all of you who attended the hearings and
offered suggestions, many of which were incorporated in the proposed ordinance.
A hearing will be held on February 2, 2000, to present the final version to the
town. We ask for your support and confidence in the Hancock Planning Board, the
Selectmen, and the ZBA, who all worked very hard to present an ordinance that
would protect homeowners and at the same time allow businesses to operate under
better guidelines. We hope you vote "yes" on March 14th.
Although most of our time was spent working on writing the new zoning
ordinance, we held two boundary line adjustment hearings, two voluntary merger
hearings, and four preliminary hearings.
Thank you for your input and support.
Jan Ford, Chair Jon Grosjean
Carolyn Boland, Secretary Stephen Fillebrown
Meade Cadot Howard Mitchell
Jack Carlson Jack Roper
Doug Bowen
HANCOCK ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
The Zoning Board was busier this year than in recent years. Members met
with the Planning Board regarding proposed changes to the Zoning Ordinance. The
Board also held hearings for two special exceptions for guest cottages, one for a
home occupation, one for a day care, and two appeals from an administrative
decision. The Zoning Board meets, as needed, on the second and fourth
Wednesdays of the month, to hear requests for special exceptions, variances, and
appeals from administrative decisions. Applications for these and copies of the
Hancock Zoning Ordinance can be obtained at the Selectmen's Office.
Mark Schaal, Chairman Leonard H. Dowse, Jr.
Dwayne Denehy Kristen Mathewson




The Hancock Cemetery Trustees worked diligently this year to prepare the
town's cemeteries and ledgers for the next century. Cemetery Rules and
Regulations were revised and reprinted. The fee schedule was updated to bring it
into line with other area cemeteries. Copies of the regulations and fees are available
at the town office or from Sexton Kurt Grassett.
On an ongoing basis, we continue to improve the appearance of the town's
cemeteries and make needed repairs to monuments and entry gates. Additional
plantings were done at Hillside Cemetery, the gate at the far end of Pine Ridge
Cemetery was repaired and several headstones were repaired or straightened.
Mylar maps of all three cemeteries have been completed and will be updated
by the sexton periodically.
Trustees have held several ongoing discussions with Dick and Eleanor
Amidon concerning their offer to donate an approximately three-quarter acre
parcel of land adjacent to Hillside Cemetery. After a tour of the wooded area in
November, we felt the area would be well-suited for an ash burial site in the future,
should it become available to the town.
Looking ahead, we anticipate the need for additional land for another
cemetery in perhaps 10-12 years. Anyone wishing to consider the donation or sale
of land for such a purpose is encouraged to contact the cemetery trustees for further
discussion.
As always, memorial donations or plantings are encouraged; please contact









The Hancock Recreation Committee continued to enhance the recreational
quality of life for the residents of Hancock. During 1999 we sponsored many events
and programs including: the Winter Frolics Weekend, the Summer Concert Series
(7 concerts were held at the bandstand on Thursday evenings), bus trips (to
Riverdance, Disney on Ice, UNH Hockey, Whale Watch, Nutcracker, and the
Ringling Bros. Circus), the summer recreation program (over 70 children attending
an 8 week program), the Town Beach and swimming lesson program, Tuesday's
Men's basketball, 12 week road race series, Ecology Awareness Club, art lessons, ice
skating rink, startup of the Hancock Happenings Newsletter( 450 copies printed
monthly), 1st Annual New Year's Celebration and the youth baseball program.
We look forward to the year 2000 and beyond to implement more programs
including, fly tying classes, Spanish lessons, aerobics/exercise classes, dance classes
and many more.
The committee looks to the townspeople to give input to help us plan for the
future. Please contact a committee member if you have any ideas or would like to
help with a specific project.
Also a special thank you to the many "friends" of the committee who have
volunteered many hours of their time to support our cause. They include: Martha
Blanchette (bus trips), Nancy Adams (editor), Pat Newcomb, Lynne Way and Elinor
Johnson (collating and distribution) Hancock Happenings Newsletter, Crystal
Blanchette (winter frolics), Dick Ray (baseball chairman), Jeff Wilder, Nevan
Cassidy, Kurt Grassett, Harold McPherson, Pete Ketchum, Charlie Ingalls, Adam
Blanchette, Joanne Blaine, Rick Fecowicz, and many others. Also special thanks to
retired members Dan Harper (baseball chairman), Tom Gloudemans and Donna
Geer.
Don Blaine Michael Callif
Tom Connolly Wayne Cox
Bonnie Fecowicz Tammy Garre
Mary Lesser Phil McFarland
Tom Newbury Regina Schafer
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COMMON COMMISSION
The Commission has responsibility for several different "spots" that are
centered on the common with its bandstand and include the flags and halyards of
the main flagpole and the ballfield flagpole. The fountain and its basin and garden,
the area behind the church both in front and also behind the horsesheds have also
been assigned to us.
Kurt Grassett and his crew are essential to the process of setting up and
taking down the fountain. In 1999, they increased their mowing responsibilities -
the ballfield, the field in front of the Town Offices, and the hill field above the pond.
They also did a proper leaf pickup in the fall. We have proposed to the Selectmen
that Kurt also mow the areas that we are responsible for so the maintenance of the
mowing equipment is not divided.
The fountain basin got a patchup in the spring, but at some point, the base
floor and pedestal should be rebuilt. A proposal has been given to the Selectmen to
do this and also sandblast and reseal the fountain itself.
We say thank you, as we are are sure you do, to the Vollners who maintain
the fountain garden, and others who keep flowers in the horse trough, pick up trash,
and set up the Christmas tree on the bandstand.
Jack Carlson Ed Coughlan Paul Williams Commissioners
SLUDGE COMMITTEE
As reported in the annual report year ending December 31, 1998, the sludge
committee was waiting for approval of Department of Environmental Services
(DES) Rules Env-Ws 800 Sludge Management and Env-Ws 1600 Septage
Management before proceeding with the development of a town ordinance that
would control the distribution of this material. The Rules were adopted on 5/4/99
by the Joint Legislative Committee on Administrative Rules, and the sludge
committee met to begin development of a town ordinance that complies with Env-
Ws800 / 1600 and would contain further restrictions necessary to assure the safety
of the town. On 8/30/99, the Sludge Committee discovered that a Sludge
Management Advisory Committee had been established and authorized to rewrite
the newly adopted DES Rules to make them more restrictive. A Sludge Committee
meeting was held on 9/9/99 to discuss the impact of the new Advisory Committee. It
was decided to put development of a town ordinance on hold until DES issues new
versions of Env-Ws 800/1600. The decision to stop work on the town ordinance and
to continue the Hancock moratorium, for the distribution of sludge during the year
2000, was presented to and approved by the Selectpersons on 9/28/99.
Sludge Committee Members:
Laurie Bryan for the Selectmen Meade Cadot




In March a Hancock Y2K committee was formed with three goals:
To inform Hancock citizens regarding preparations to care for themselves
in case of Y2K problems.
To plan and coordinate Hancock activities to provide for the well-being of
Hancock citizens relevant to Y2K issues.
To cooperate with neighboring communities in preparing for Y2K
problems.
Harv Ames, Mary Catherine Bateson, Jan Caskey, Bruce Dechert, Butch Laltti, and
Gil Malnati volunteered to serve on this committee.
To accomplish the first goal, the committee developed information sheets on
household preparedness, Y2K information, medical devices, fuel storage and
generator safety and distributed Red Cross material at several sites in town, on
Old Home Day and at general meetings for Hancock citizens. Information
regarding emergency plans was mailed to each household in Hancock.
To accomplish the second goal, 56 Hancock citizens volunteered to organize their
neighborhoods. Neighborhood meetings were held, information shared and plans
developed to aide each other in case of any disaster. The Y2K committee met with
the selectpersons and Hancock Department Heads to coordinate plans to update
the Town Emergency Management Plan. Committee members attended a Red
Cross training session on opening a town shelter and proceeded to make
preparations with Boston Sargent Camp. The camp also donated a generator to
the town office in case of an emergency.
To accomplish the third goal, members of the committee attended biweekly
meetings of the regional Y2K committee where information and ideas were
shared. Regional resources were identified on maps which were distributed to
each town in the region. Emergency managers from regional towns held two
meetings to share information and compare notes.
Although there were no serious Y2K problems, I believe that the town efforts were
important because:
"Individuals are better educated and prepared for any emergency that may
occur.
'Neighbors met, socialized and shared information and made plans to help
each other whenever the need arises.
*Town emergency plans were updated.
•Contacts were made with neighboring towns and needed resources were
identified.




Town Office Building & Grounds Committee Report
In the summer of 1999 the board of selectmen appointed a committee to study the
town office building and grounds. Members of the committee are: Wendy Brennan,
Laurie Bryan, Jack Carlson, Kurt Grassett, Fran Hillner, Rob Huntley and Jack Roper.
The task given to the committee was to:
* Review and make recommendations on the physical condition of the building
* Address the problems of building accessibility
* Assess internal space needs
* Determine how to meet technological needs - networking, phone system, etc.
* Develop a plan for parking and landscaping of lands surrounding the building
* Provide cost estimates and a timeline for implementing the improvements.
The committee has begun by assessing the heating, electrical and air quality problems
in the building. The recommendations are as follows:
* Heating System : Replace the control valves which regulate the various heating
zones throughout the building. Cost - $ 700
* Electrical System : A load assessment needs to be completed. Initially 2 new
breaker panels need to be installed which will accommodate 40 circuits per panel.
3 new meters need to be installed - 1 for the police station, 1 for the town office
building and 1 for the hot water heater. Balancing out the electrical load will begin
with the first floor main office and will be included in this year's electrical work.
Cost - $5,000
* Air Quality Assessment and Recommendations: We have an air quality problem in
the basement and first floor of the building. An air quality assessment with
recommendations will provide the town with information to develop a plan to
correct air problems. Cost - $500
* Drawing plans for internal and external changes to the building. The drawings for
access and interior changes are needed so we can present the proposed changes
to the town and have drawings to work from while completing the job. Cost - $2000
Total Cost: $8,200
Completing these improvements will make the building more efficient and safe.
Improving the air quality in the basement will allow us to utilize this space for public
meetings and will improve the air throughout the building. This is the first phase of the
building improvement plan. The committee is planning on developing access and
internal plans in the coming months and will bring these designs to town hearings
during the summer of 2000. Once we have gained public input, costs will be estimated
and a proposal for a comprehensive building and grounds plan will be presented at
the March 2001 meeting.
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MAIN STREET PARKING COMMITTEE
In Octoberl999, the Selectmen appointed this committee to develop
recommendations about: (1), type and amount of parking on Main Street, (2), the
walking paths along both sides of Main Street, and, (3), parking along Route 137
during events at the school, ballfield and fire house.
The committee met four times between 10/15/99 and 12/10/99. Citizen input
was obtained via articles in Hancock Happenings and Monadnock Ledger, and a
survey which produced 221 responses from Hancock residents. Committee
members also consulted with Road Agent Kurt Grassett, Police Chief Mike Sielicki,
Town Attorney Tom Mullins, and Historic District Commission representative Irene
Moore.
Strong sentiments emerged in favor of preserving the rural character and
charm of the village. Equally strong views were expressed regarding issues of safety
for pedestrians and cars. The town needs to find the right balance between these
two sometimes conflicting needs.
On 12/14/99, the committee submitted a list of recommendations to the
Selectmen, summarized as follows:
1. Main Street Parking Recommendations :
* Begin diagonal parking on South side of Main Street.
* Lower speed limit on Main Street to 25 MPH.
* Encourage greater use of the existing parking lots behind the market and
cafe.
* Encourage greater use of meeting rooms at the Town Office Building and
the Elementary School (where off-street parking is available).
2. Route 137 Recommendations
* Allow parking only on the West (pond) side of Route 137.
* Explore feasibility of a wider shoulder for parking, or an off-street
parking area along the West(pond) side of Route 137.
3. Recommendations About Pedestrian Issues:
* Provide crosswalks on Main Street at the intersection with School Street,
and from the Cafe to the Library.
* Arrange for snow removal along the North side of Main Street from the
Post Office to School Street, and along the South side of Main Street from
the Video Store to the Forest House apartments.
These recommendations, and other ideas, require further consideration by
the town. Some changes cost money and would need Town Meeting approval. Some
changes must balance the needs and rights of individual property owners along
Main Street with those of others who use Main Street in vehicles and on foot.
Safety concerns and aesthetic concerns must both be addressed. Any changes must
be coordinated with the work of other committees looking at the town common,
ballfield and recreation lands. An architect may need to be hired to develop more
detailed options. A public hearing might then consider the options in greater depth.
Respectfully Submitted,
Paul Corcoran, Chair Jack Roper Bob Johnson
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